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10 golds
for China

QIU BO’S 10M
TRIUMPH SEALS
A RECORD
MEDAL HAUL
For the first time in
history one country won
10 gold medals in diving
events at a single World
Championships.
China won the last two
events of the 2015 edition
– Qiu Bo claiming the
men’s 10m gold after
Wang Han and Yang
Hao took the inaugural
3m springboard mixed
synchro contest – to
outstrip the nine golds
they won two years ago in
Barcelona.
The superlatives continue:
Bo’s win was his third in
succession, a feat last
achieved in 1986 by Greg
Louganis.
There were also three
silver and two bronze for
the Oriental powerhouse,
with only three other
nations – Italy, North
Korea and Great Britain –
picking up one gold each.
Wang Han, who earlier
helped China win its
first ever mixed synchro
gold, said the country’s
continued success was
driven by the growing
strength of their
rivals.
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55.74

the new women’s 100m fly world record.

DAY 10
SWIMMING • FINAL

In Sunday’s semi-final Sweden’s Sarah

the new mark, beating the previous best by 0.24 seconds.

By Andy Potts, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

RECORDS
AND RELAY
DRAMA

BEHIND THE SCENES
By Darya Turceva, photo:Rinat Nazmetdinov

Split second timing
The “Herald” found out how best to measure times
and catch false starts.

A

ccuracy is the most important
thing in timed competitions
like swimming. Fractions of
a second can mean the difference
between triumph and failure so our
pools are kitted up with high-tech
precision gear.

The swimming
competitions at the
2015 FINA World
Championships got off to a
flying start on Sunday with
the first world record
tumbling in the first race of
the afternoon session.

STARTING BLOCKS

Each of the lanes has a starting
block at each end. Depending on the
distance, races can start at either end
– but they always finish closest to
the cameras.
The blocks have sensors to record
the time when swimmers jumped
into the water and speakers so the
athletes can hear the starting whistle. False starts are spotted by comparing the time from the blocks with
the time when the starting signal was
given..

S

weden’s Sarah Sjostrom improved
on the 100m fly championship
record she set in Rome in 2009,
powering to 55.74 and slicing 0.24
seconds of Dana Vollmer’s World
Record mark from London in 2012.
That threw down a gauntlet to her rivals ahead of today’s final – and fulfilled
her pre-tournament plan to the letter.
“It was in my plan to set a record in
the semi-final, because in the final I am
in a different physical state. I was quite
slow in the first 50 meters but later I sped
up. I’ve been waiting for this for so long,
I was preparing for this.”
Sjostrom’s sprint set the tone for a
thrilling day of racing that saw golds for
China, the USA, Australia and France –
as well as a rapturously-received silver
for Russia in a pulsating men’s 4x100 to
round off the action.
The rivalry between France’s Florent
Manadou and Russia’s Vladimir Morozov
is one of the most eagerly-anticipated of
the championship and audiences got a
sneak preview of the swimmers’ form in
the men’s relay final. Morozov produced
a powerful swim, posting a personal best
of 46.95 to become the only swimmer to
break 47 seconds in the race. That hauled
Russia into contention in the third leg,
but Manadou and his team-mates left
with gold. Incredibly Fabien Gilot recorded a reaction time of dead zero at the
start of the third leg.
The excitement meant that few noticed the absence of the highly-fancied
American and Australian squads – neither of whom qualified. “It was a different
victory compared to 2013: we changed
strategy, we changed some of our swimmers, but it paid off. It’s also different
without the Americans and Australians,
but it’s still a world title.”
Australia and the USA were both
highly visible in the women’s 4x100, winning gold and bronze as the Netherland
took silver. For Australian sisters Cate and
Bronte Campbell it was a family dream
come true.
“In 2013 we got a silver together and
that was amazing but to stand on the
podium together in front of the world to
sing your national anthem with your big
sister is something that not many people
get to do,” said Bronte.
The first individual medals were also
decided. China’s Sun Yang overcame spirited resistance from Britain’s Jamie Guy
to win the men’s 400m free. Guy had the

Sjorstrom set

TOUCH SCREENS

fastest start and held off his Chinese rival
until the closing stages but Sun’s greater experience of distance swimming ultimately saw him defend his world title.
Afterwards he said he’d been swimming through the pain barrier after suffering a hand injury. “I had an injury but
it was my dream to win here in Kazan,”
he said. “As an athlete I can expect some
injury problems so when the doctor advised an operation I had to say no because of the Worlds.”
Guy, meanwhile, admitted that he
didn’t expect to be among the medals in
this race and was hoping to use his silver medal as a stepping stone towards
further glory in Rio next year.
There were high hopes of another
world record in the women’s 400m free,
with Katie Ledecky (USA) in fine form going into the race. She proceeded to dominate from start to finish and for a long
time she was ahead of the pace for the
record she set in Australia in 2014. In the
end, though, she could not maintain that
speed. But she still achieved a new Championship best of 3:59.13, beating Federica
Pellegrini’s time in Rome in 2009.
“Maybe you guys are disappointed
that I didn’t set a new record, but I’m not
disappointed at all,” Ledecky said after the
race. “I was happy with my speed and
happy with the win. It was a good race.
“It’s flattering when people expect records every time, but I was only thinking
about winning the race and being the
best in the world. Running after a new
world record can really overwhelm you.”

Swimmers ‘clock in’ to confirm
their own times by hitting a sensitive panel installed in the pool wall.
The sensors cover the full 2.5m width
of each lane and are in place at each
end. To activate, a minimum force of
2.5 pounds is required. Without this
restriction the system could be accidentally triggered by the flow of
the water.

Results. Swimming
Women’s 400m free

UNDERWATER SCREENS

3:59.13

USA

Katie Ledecky

4:03.02

Netherlands

Sharon van
Rouwendaal

4:03.34

Australia

Jessica
Ashwoord

Results. Swimming
Men’s 400m free
3:42.58

China

Sun Yang

3:43.75

Great Britain

James Guy

3:44.59

Canada

Ryan
Cochrane

Results. Swimming
Women’s 4x100 freestyle relay
3:31.48

Australia

3:33.67

Netherlands

3:34.61

USA

Results. Swimming.
Men’s 4x100 freestyle relay
3:10.74

France

3:11.19

Russia

3:12.53

Italy

There are screens on the bottom
of each lane to tell the swimmers
how far is left to swim. This is useful at long distances like 800m and
1500m where it can be unclear just
how much of the race is left. Previously assistants used to count the
passing laps but there was distracting for the athletes. Now it’s all done
by technology.

CAMCODERS/VIDEO
CAMERAS

High speed cameras are installed
at the finish line of the pool. They are
used to assess possible false starts.
The data from the starting blocks is
usually enough, but FINA also requires
a visual confirmation. Timekeepers
report to the judges; the judges check
the video and then decide whether to
disqualify a swimmer. The system has
already been tested in Kazan. In one
of the relay heats a swimmer dived in
before his team-mate had touched
the sensor. The difference was just
0.08 seconds, but FINA rules allow
for no more than 0.03.

THE QUANTUM
TIMER

This is the real heart of the pool,
processing all the information and
measuring the time. In swimming
times must to accurate to one hundredth of a second, so the supertimer does not need to run at full power. The equipment is hidden under
the stands near the timekeepers. The
data is processed into graphics and
tables that are shown in the commentary boxes, to the TV directors
and, of course, to fans watching the
big screens in the arena.

RED LINE

The red line can only be seen by
TV viewers and not by fans in the
stands. It is superimposed on the picture and moves at the speed of the
world record - if the leading swimmer finishes before the red line, it
means a new world record has been
set. Yesterday TV audiences saw the
system in action as Sarah Sjostrom
broke the record in the women’s
100m fly.
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DIVING • FINAL

RECORD 10 GOLDS FOR CHINA

By Matthew Luxmoore and Andy Potts, photo: Rinat Nazmetdinov

Cont. from page 1
“The other countries are really improving and they are getting stronger
all the time,” she said. “But that only
motivates us to compete at a higher level and perfect our moves and all
of our dives.”
And it didn’t take long for her and
partner Yang Hao – both in their first
World Championships. – to get a grip
on the competition, reeling off a trio
of high-scoring dives to get clear of
Italy’s Tania Cagnotto and Maicol Verzotto.
The Italians eventually ended up
with a bronze – Cagnotto’s third medal
of what she described as her best-ever World Championships – after Canada produced a late surge to take silver.
Jennifer Abel and Francois ImbeauDulac started slowly and were never in
the medal placings until they produced
a storming effort with their final dive
of the competition. Tackling a forward
2.5 somersault / 2 twist pike, the most
difficult routine attempted by any pair
in the event, they scored 80.58. It was
the biggest-scoring individual jump of
the afternoon and vaulted Canada from
fifth to second.
It was also a moment of redemption for Abel who had narrowly missed
out on a medal on Saturday night after a poor final dive allowed Cagnotto
onto the podium in the women’s 3m
springboard.
“That’s all in the past but it was
still really hard getting up this morning and feeling good,” she said. “Luckily we have a great team with Canada, it’s like a family to me and everyone
helped cheer me up.
“Francois saw a lot of tears in practice but he knows how to put a smile
on my face and help me achieve our
goal of getting on the podium.”

Cagnotto and Verzotto, who have
trained together for almost 20 years,
were delighted to wrap up the competition with another medal for Italy –
and enjoyed the experience of competing in mixed synchro for the first time
at this level.
“I like it because it’s a new event and
maybe there’s a bit less pressure on everyone,” said Cagnotto. “It’s good to be
able to compete with a smile on our faces and not feel very stressed.”
In the evening Qiu Bo also took
charge early on, getting ahead of American David Boudia and maintaining his
advantage until the end.
“I’m very happy with the result, and
I’d like to congratulate the other finalists
on their results. I’d also like to thank the

audience for their support. The atmosphere was so warm, so friendly,” Bo said
after his performance.
Boudia, the 2012 Olympic Champion, was hopeful of breaking his silver
streak but ended up in second place for
the fourth consecutive Worlds.
“It was an exciting competition, and
though I didn’t really watch a lot of it I
felt the pressure – you can’t really miss
a dive in these finals. Anyone from that
final could have been up here, so I’m really glad to be one of them,” Boudia said.
Britain’s Tom Daley took bronze to
go with his gold in the 10m mixed synchro. That put a new name on the podium for the first time since 2009 – an
encouraging sign for what is often one
of the flagship events.

“My second dive was a little rough,
but it’s my newest dive and I need to
practise it a bit to get it where I need
it to be. But that’s the beauty of sport,
you never know what’s going to happen,” Daley said.
The 21-year-old Brit knew that a
medal would be enough to give his
country second place in the diving medal
table – albeit a long way behind China
– and he produced a big score in the final round to overhaul Mexico’s Ivan Garcia. But he joked that he had his consolation prize lined up if he’d missed out
on a medal.
“In the end I knew what I needed to
beat [Mexican diver Ivan] Garcia. But I
also knew that if all went wrong, there’s
always cheesecake,” he said.

The other games went to form.
Montenegro had few problems beating Kazakhstan 12-8 while the USA
downed Brazil 7-3. Finally Australia overwhelmed South Africa, winning 17-1.

The men’s quarter-finals are scheduled for tomorrow. Croatia and Montenegro open it up with a Balkan battle before Greece face Australia. As mentioned,
Hungary take on Italy and the remaining
quarterfinal pits Serbia against the USA.

Diving. Mixed.
Synchronised 3m springboard
339.90

China

Wang Han /
Yang Hao

317.01

Canada

Jennifer Abel /
Francois
Imbeau-Delac

315.30

Italy

Tania
Cagnotto /
Maicol
Verzotto

Diving.
Men’s 10m platform
587.00

China

Qiu Bo

560.20

USA

David
Boudia

537.95

Great
Britain

Tom
Daley

WATER POLO

Focus
on the gold

BY Artem Kuznetzov, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

We’re down to the last eight. The remaining men’s
and women’s teams are just three wins from glory.
With the group winners automatically through to the quarter-finals, the
second and third-placed teams in the
groups went into an additional playoff round.
The women’s pairings were set up
on Saturday and today brings the following meetings: Spain - USA, Australia - China, Italy – Greece, Russia Netherlands.
The men’s draw was confirmed yesterday as eight teams went into the
second preliminary round.
The best game was the clash between Italy and Canada which was
a hard-fought even contest until the
second half. But ultimately Italy’s class
told – five unanswered goals in the
latter stages set up a comfortable
8-2 win.
Alessandro Campagnio later told
journalists that his team’s renowned

counter-attack was not its only
weapon.
“Every game is different,” said Italy’s coach. “Sometimes you play on
the counter, sometimes you push
the tempo harder yourself. I can’t
say how we will play against the next
opponent.”
Campagnio’s “next opponent” will
be Hungary, one of the pre-tournament favourites. The coach sees it as
a personal challenge.
“Now we will concentrate on the
quarterfinal,” he said. “This will be a
great match against a great team that
is always a serious contender to win
any title. But for me personally as a
coach it’s a fantastic opportunity to
choose the right strategy and prepare
the players psychologically. For the
players, it’s amazing. They love playing these games.”

Among the strugglers the contest
for the last four places continues. Today New Zealand face France for 13th
and 14th place among the women; tomorrow Russia take on Japan for the
same positions in the men’s contest.
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GOOD DEED

SCHEDULE

By Aly Keita, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

“WHEN WE SEE THESE CHILDREN
MEETING THEIR HEROES,
IT’S A REAL WIN FOR US”

TIME

3 AUGUST

4

EVENT

SWIMMING
17.32

100m Breast. Men

Final

17.40

100m Butterfly. Women

Final

18.17

50m Butterfly. Men

Final

18.54

200m Individual Medley. Women

Final

WATER POLO. WOMEN
9.30

Republic of South Africa – Japan

15-16 places

10.50

New Zealand – France

13-14 places

12.10

Canada – Hungary

Classification round

13.30

Kazakhstan – Brazil

Classification round

17.30

Spain – USA

QF

18.50

Russia – Netherlands

QF

20.10

Australia – China

QF

21.30

Italy – Greece

QF

HIGH-DIVING
14.00

Men’s 27 m

Qualifying round

FANS!

A French charity fund is making dreams come true for seriously ill children
here in Kazan. The Herald caught up with Nicolas Regazzi, of “1 maillot pour
la vie” (a sports shirt for life) to find out more.

W

ith big-name backers including soccer stars Zinedine
Zidane and Philippe Mexes,
as well as rugby legends Fabien Pelous
and Frederic Michalak, the charity is a
big deal in France. In recent times it has
also opened a Russian branch – futbolka darit zhizn – to help use the power
of sport to bring some joy into the lives
of children.
During the FINA World Championships, seven children from Kazan’s
hospitals with be guests of honour
with the charity, and will have the
chance to meet some of the stars of
this year’s competition.
Could you tell us a bit about exactly what your organisation does?
Along with Elena Ulrich, our general
director in Russia, I work for “1 maillot pour la vie” here. We try to bring
sportsmen and children together:
maybe arranging hospital visits,
maybe bringing children into the
arenas and getting them out on the
pitch. It’s all to make their dreams
come true. We are really grateful
when sports stars can help us to
take these kids out of their daily lives
in hospital so they can forget about

their illness for a while and live their
dreams.
What’s your schedule for Kazan?
On Sunday we took three children
to see Russia play China in the water
polo, then today we’re going to the
swimming races in Kazan Arena with
another four kids. They are all from
Kazan and they are all in hospitals
here. We’re hoping to get close to
some of the athletes, to get photos
and autographs with them. That’s
important for them, and for our work.
Why is it important for these children to come here and be part of
the big event?
These children are so proud of Kazan
for hosting a big event like the FINA
World Championships. You just can’t
imagine how much it means for
them to be able to meet their heroes.
For some of them, they spend every
day in hospital, they live there all the
time. Others face difficult and painful
treatment every day, just to keep
them alive. So for us, seeing these
children meet their heroes is a real
victory.
How do you do for get funding for
your work?
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We have sponsors. Some organisations formed partnerships to help us
to realize those dreams in the hospital or at the arena. Some of them
fund us for a year at a time, others
support us for a particular event. Our
supporters come from Russia and
around the world.
You started out in France, so why
did you choose to work with children in Russia as well?
Russia is a really sporty nation. We
saw it last year at the Winter Olympics in Sochi. Last month Russia hosted the Fencing World Championship.
Our children really enjoyed meeting
the champions there. In three years
we’re having the FIFA World Cup in
Russia, so it’s a really special country
for sport.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES IN
THE FINA WATER WORLD PARK

What do you think about Kazan
venues, organization and citizens ?

August 3

It’s my first time in Kazan and to tell
the truth, I love the city, it’s a beautiful place. Everything is going well
for us here. But the most impressive
thing is the Kazan Arena. When I
saw how they’d transformed it into a
swimming pool I just though “wow!”
It’s really incredible.

12.00

Afternoon concert program, work-outs, competitions and live
broadcasts of the Championships on the big screen

17.00

Evening concert program

16.0021.00

“Rock Wave 2015”, performance by the best rock bands
of Tatarstan

21.0022.00

“Dancing underwater”, show by the Iskusheniye dance theatre
of St. Petersburg

The Executive
Directorate for
Sports Projects is an

2, Dekabristov Ul., Kazan 420066
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